ABSTRACT This paper develops a finite-time output feedback control scheme for dynamic positioning (DP) system of ships in the presence of unmeasured states of ships, unknown dynamic model parameters and unknown time-varying environment disturbances. A novel finite-time extended state observer (FTESO) is first proposed to simultaneously and precisely estimate the unmeasured states of ships, unknown dynamic model parameters, and unknown time-varying environment disturbances in finite time. Second, based on the outputs of FTESO, the terminal sliding mode (TSM) controller is designed to guarantee that the DP system can track the position and heading at desired values in finite time with precise performance. Then, it is proved that all error signals of the closed-loop DP control system can converge to zero in finite time by utilizing the homogeneous method and the Lyapunov stability theory. Finally, the numerical simulations on a supply ship are carried out to illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed finite-time output feedback control scheme.
I. INTRODUCTION
Dynamic positioning (DP) system enables the ship automatically to maintain at the desired position and heading by using the thruster systems under the ocean environment disturbances from the wind, waves and currents [1] and [2] . Unlike the traditional anchor moored positioning system, the DP system has the ability to gain higher positioning accuracy and avoids damage to the seabed [3] , and the cost of the DP system does not increase with the increase of water depth. Recently, with the expansion of the development of the ocean exploration and exploitation toward the deep and open sea, the DP system plays a significant role in marine applications, such as drilling platforms, pipe-laying ships, and shuttle tankers [4] . Therefore, the control design of the DP system has become a hot research topic and attracted a large number of attention in theory and in practice.
In recent years, considerable attention has been paid to nonlinear control systems [5] and [6] . With the progress of nonlinear control theory, some nonlinear control laws were
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Xudong Zhao. proposed for the DP system. In 1990's, a globally exponentially stable (GES) nonlinear control law was developed by applying the vectorial backstepping design methodology, where the disturbances were ignored [7] . In the presence of slowly varying environmental disturbances and quickly varying ones separately, the study in [8] presented a nonlinear passive observer with wave filtering properties for the DP system of ships in surge, sway and yaw and it is proved to be GES and passive. This observer has been shown that both the low-frequency position and velocity of the ship together with accurate bias state estimates can be computed from noisy position measurements. Under the assumption that both dynamic uncertainties and environment disturbances are unknown constants but their bounds are known, a global robust and adaptive output feedback controller for the DP system of ships was designed in [9] . For estimating uncertainties of ship dynamics and time-varying disturbances, a widely used technique is the neural network. Some related works on neural network control were arisen in [10] - [12] . In [10] , a neural networks controller using the vectorial backstepping technique was proposed for the DP system with dynamic uncertainties and time-varying environment disturbances. Moreover, since the system states are usually unavailable for feedback in many practical cases and the state feedback control law is often hard to implement, the output feedback control law has been widely and successfully adopted in control system design [13] - [15] . In [13] , incorporating fuzzy logic controller and the passive nonlinear observer in [8] , a nonlinear output feedback controller was presented for the DP system, which is more robust than a linear controller.
In general, the positions and velocities of ships are important in the DP control design, yet only the positions of ships are easy to be measured by using global positioning system [16] . Meanwhile, the velocities of ships can not be easily obtained because of the noise contamination. Moreover, velocity sensors will increase the cost and weight of the DP system. Therefore, the state estimation is necessary in the DP control system design. It is obvious that the output feedback controller based on the observer for the DP system is more feasible because it is only decided by position and heading measurements. Hence, an adaptive robust output feedback control scheme for the DP system was proposed in [17] , where the controller was designed by combining the high-gain observer with neural networks in vectorial backstepping method. Subsequently, considering unavailable velocities, unknown dynamic parameters, unknown environment disturbances and input saturation, a nonlinear adaptive fuzzy output feedback control scheme was designed for the DP system in [18] . In the literature, another solution of estimating both the velocities of ships and the external disturbances is to design extended state observer (ESO). The ESO was first proposed in [19] , which has the capability of state observation and can offer real-time estimation of disturbances and system uncertainties, does not dependent on an accurate system model. Because of the ESO's effectiveness, a large number of applications for the control schemes based on the ESO were presented in [20] - [23] , but few investigations and researches have been done on the DP system.
The preceding control algorithms are capable of achieving the positions at desired values for the DP system. However, almost all of them are asymptotically convergent algorithms, which implies that the optimal convergence rate of the DP system is exponential with infinite settling time. That is to say, the high-accuracy motion control cannot be achieved in finite time. In the last several decades, all kinds of control techniques have been proposed to solve the finite-time control problem such as homogeneous system technique [24] , finitetime Lyapunov method [25] and terminal sliding mode (TSM) control technique [26] and [27] . In this paper, we employ the TSM controller based on the finite-time extended state observer (FTESO). Compared to the conventional linear sliding mode control, the TSM control has superior performances, such as fast and finite-time convergence, high robustness to the disturbances, and smaller steady-state tracking errors. Recently, considering the advantages of the finite-time control, such as fast convergence rate, disturbance rejection properties, and high accuracy, many studies were presented in [28] - [32] . A velocity-free finite-time attitude tracking control law with consideration of actuator saturation and external disturbances was proposed in [28] . The finite-time stabilization for a class of switched nonlinear systems with state constraints was investigated in [29] . In the presence of parameter perturbation and constant unknown current, the study in [30] tackled the problem of the globally finite-time stable tracking control for underactuated unmanned underwater vehicles on the horizontal plane. Based on the guidance and control of underactuated surface vehicles with unknown sideslip angles and disturbances, a nonlinear finite-time observer was proposed in [31] . The study in [32] investigated the finite-time output tracking for a class of switched nonlinear systems in p-normal form.
In general, if the unmeasured states of ships, the unknown dynamic model parameters and unknown time-varying environment disturbances cannot be estimated for the DP control system in finite time, the controller based on the observer would not compensate for all the conditions above in finite time, and this will lead to theoretical obstruction and engineering practical shortcoming. In order to solve this problem, a finite-time output feedback control scheme for the DP system is proposed in this paper. To the best of authors' knowledge, it is the first time that all the conditions above are simultaneously dealt with in the finite-time DP control design. The main contributions of this paper are expressed as follows: (1) A novel FTESO is first proposed for the DP system of ships. In comparison with the existing observer design results for the DP system, the velocity of the DP system and the total disturbances acting on the DP system can be estimated simultaneously by the FTESO and it is not dependent on an accurate system model. And the estimation errors of the proposed FTESO can converge to zero in finite time. Therefore, it can realize a fast and precise estimation of total disturbances and velocity measurements. (2) Based on the outputs of FTESO, the TSM control law is provided for the DP system to achieve the position and heading at desired values with precise control performance. (3) All error signals of the closed-loop control system can be guaranteed to converge to zero in finite time by utilizing the homogeneous method and the Lyapunov stability theory.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2, several preliminaries and problem formulation are provided for preparation. Section 3 addresses the FTESO and TSM controller for the DP system with theoretical analysis on finite time convergence. Simulation results and comparisons on a supply ship are given in section 4 to illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed finite-time output feedback control scheme. Finally, the conclusion is drawn in section 5.
II. PRELIMINARIES AND PROBLEM FORMULATION

A. NOTATIONS
Throughout this paper, | · | denotes the absolute value of a scalar and · represents the Euclidean norm of a vector. max {·} and min {·} refer to the maximum and minimum values in a set of numbers, respectively. λ max (·) and λ min (·) refer to the maximum and minimum eigenvalues of a matrix, respectively. diag {·} represents the diagonal matrix. I n represents the n × n identity matrix. Given a vector x = [x 1 , x 2 , ..., x n ] T ∈ R n , α ∈ R, and a neighborhood ⊂ R n of the origin x = 0, define
T , where sgn(·) is the signum function, and define x ∈ \ {0} to represent the set {x|x ∈ , x / ∈ {0}}.
B. DEFINITIONS AND LEMMAS
Definition 1 [33] :
Definition 2 [34] : Consider the following system:
where f : U × R + → R n is continuous on an open neighborhood U of the origin x = 0. The zero solution of (1) is locally finite-time stable if it is Lyapunov stable and finitetime convergent in a neighborhood U 0 ⊆ U of the origin. The finite-time convergence means: for any initial condition x(t 0 ) = x 0 ∈ U 0 at any given initial time t 0 , if there is a settling time T > t 0 , such that every solution x(t; t 0 , x 0 ) of system (1) satisfies x(t; t 0 , x 0 ) ∈ U 0 \{0} for t ∈ [t 0 , T ), and lim t→T x(t; t 0 , x 0 ) = 0, x(t; t 0 , x 0 ) = 0, ∀t > T . When U = U 0 = R n , then the zero solution is said to be globally finite-time stable.
Lemma 1 [35] : Suppose that there is a positive definite continuous Lyapunov function V (x, t) defined on U 1 × R + , where U 1 ⊆ U ∈ R n is a neighborhood of the origin, anḋ
where c > 0 and 0 < α < 1. Then the origin of system (1) is locally finite-time stable. The settling time satisfies
for a given initial condition x(t 0 ) ∈ U 1 . Lemma 2 [36] : Suppose that there is a positive definite continuous Lyapunov function V (x, t) defined on U 1 ⊂ R n of the origin, anḋ
where c 1 > 0, c 2 > 0 and 0 < α < 1. Then the origin of system (1) is locally finite-time stable. The set
} is contained in the domain of attraction of the origin. The settling time satisfies
Lemma 3 [37] : Suppose that there is a positive definite continuous Lyapunov function V (x, t) defined on U 1 ⊂ R n of the origin, anḋ
where c 1 > 0, c 2 > 0 and 0 < α < 1. Then the origin of system (1) is locally finite-time stable and the settling time can be given by
Lemma 4 [38] : For ∀x i ∈ R, i = 1, 2, ..., n, and 0
Lemma 5 [39] : For any x i ∈ R, i = 1, 2, ..., n, and a real number p > 1, then
The nonlinear motion mathematical model of the DP system can be expressed as follows [8] :η
where η = [x, y, ψ] T denotes the position and heading vector in the Earth-fixed inertial frame, consisting of the surge position x, the sway position y, and the heading ψ of the ship; υ = [u, v, r] T denotes the velocity vector in the Body-fixed frame, consisting of the surge velocity u, sway velocity v and the yaw rate r of the ship; R(ψ) is the rotation matrix given by
from the Body-fixed frame to the Earth-fixed inertial frame. M = M T denotes the inertia matrix; D denotes the linear damping matrix; τ = [τ u , τ v , τ r ] T represents the control input vector produced by propeller and thruster system, consisting of the surge force τ u , the sway force τ v and the yaw moment τ r ; g(υ) is unmodeled dynamics; τ ω is unknown time-varying environment disturbances due to wind, waves and ocean currents. By defining µ =η, and using the property of the rotation matrix, i.e. R T R = I , we have the transformed dynamical model of the ship, which is expressed as:
where
) is recorded as total disturbances, including unmodeled dynamics and unknown time-varying environment disturbances depends on η and υ due to wind, waves and ocean currents 
Assumption 1:
The parameter matrices M and D are unknown but positive definite. The velocity vector of the ship is not available for the feedback.
Remark 1: The parameter matrices M and D are related to the ship's operation and sea states, which are constantly changing. In addition, the velocities of ships are unmeasured. Therefore, the Assumption 1 is reasonable.
Assumption 2: The rate of W isẆ , andẆ is unknown but bounded, which satisfies the following inequality: ||Ẇ || ≤ , where denotes the upper bound ofẆ .
Remark 2: Since the environment disturbances are constantly changing and have finite energy, the rate of W is unknown yet bounded in practical engineering. Hence, the Assumption 2 is reasonable.
The control objective of this paper is to design a finite-time output feedback control scheme for the DP system of the ship (7) and (8) under the Assumption 1 and Assumption 2 only relying on the position and heading measurements such that the ship can track the position and heading at desired values in finite time with precise performance, and all error signals of the closed-loop DP control system can be guaranteed to converge to zero in finite time.
III. MAIN RESULTS
The schematic diagram of the DP control system of ships is shown in Fig.1 . From the Fig.1 , we can seen that the desired and actual position and heading of the ship are the input and output signals of the DP control system, respectively. The ship is subjected to the time-varying environment disturbances in the ocean. Hence it leads the ship's position and heading to deviate from their desired values. In order to eliminate the deviations between the actual and the desired position and heading of the ship, the DP control system can calculate and provide the appropriate forces and moment for the propellers and thrusters system. In this section, by combining the FTESO and TSM controller, a finite-time output feedback control scheme for the DP system of the ship (7) and (8) is designed.
A. FINITE-TIME EXTENDED STATE OBSERVER
In most cases, the velocities of the ship are not available. Therefore, estimations of the velocities must be calculated from the measurements of positions and the heading of the DP system through a state observer. In this subsection, a FTESO is employed to estimate the unavailable velocities and the total disturbances of the DP system from the output η of the system in finite time for the preparation of the controller design. Letη,μ andŴ denote the estimations of η, µ and W , respectively. In addition, define z 1 = η −η, z 2 =η −μ, and z 3 = W −Ŵ . Then, the FTESO for the DP system is constructed as follows: From the system in (10) (11) and the FTESO designed in (12), the estimation error system of FTESO can be expressed as
Theorem 1: The mathematical model for the DP system with unknown dynamic model parameters and unknown time-varying environment disturbances described in (7) and (8) are considered, and suppose that the Assumptions 1-2 are satisfied. If the FTESO is designed in (12) to estimate the velocity measurements and total disturbances simultaneously, then the estimated errors of FTESO can converge to the following residual set 1 , given by
in finite time T 1 with T 1 ≤ t 1 +t 2 < ∞. Here the convergence times t 1 and t 2 are given as
where the control parameters are chosen as P is any positive-define symmetric matrix. L f α V α denotes the Lie derivative, which will be defined later.
Proof: In view of the estimation error system (13), if the terms −λ 1 sgn(z 1 ), −λ 2 sgn(z 1 ) andẆ − λ 3 sgn(z 1 ) are ignored simultaneously, then the estimation error system can be expressed as
From Definition 1, we can get that the system (15) is homogeneous of degree α 1 − 1 with respect to the weights (1, α 1 , 2α 1 − 1) . Then, define the following differentiable positive-definite function V α = Z T PZ , where (1, α 1 , 2α 1 − 1) , respectively. Then, we have the following inequality L f α V α ≤ −c 1 V ε α by using Lemma 4.2 in [24] , where c 1 = − max
Therefore, the following Lyapunov function is designed for the estimation error system (13):
Based on the analysis of (15), then by differentiating the Lyapunov function V 1 with respect to time along (13) yieldṡ
Then, (17) can be further rewritten aṡ
In addition, by using Lemma 4 and the inequality (a + b + c) 2 ≤ 3(a 2 + b 2 + c 2 ), the following inequalities are obtained
Substituting (19) - (21) into (18) results iṅ
.
In view of 0
2 < ε < 1, the following two cases are considered for further analysis.
Case 1: If V 1 ≥ 1, the inequality (22) can be rewritten as follows:
where c 5 = c 2 +c 3 +c 4 . Thus, according to Lemma 2, we can conservatively obtain the time t 1 that V 1 converges to V 1 = 1.
Case 2: If V 1 < 1, the inequality (22) can be simplified asV
Choose the parameters c 0 ∈ R n satisfying 0 < c 0 < 1− (27) holds, then according to Lemma 1, we get
From the above analysis, it follows that the Lyapunov function V 1 converges to the domain in (27) within the time T 1 ≤ t 1 + t 2 < ∞. Thus, from (27) , the estimation error Z can be derived as follows:
According to Lemma 4, notice that
Therefore, the residual set of the estimation errors can be expressed as
Hence, the proof of Theorem 1 is completed. The above analysis shows that the estimation errors z 1 , z 2 , z 3 can converge to a bounded residual set around origin in finite time. In the next, we will analyze the case that the estimation errors z 1 , z 2 , z 3 can converge to zero in finite time with appropriate parameters λ m (m = 1, 2, 3) .
Define the Lyapunov function as follows:
By differentiating V 01 with respect to time along (13), we havė
where Lemma 5 is used.
Since After the time T 2 = T 1 + t 3 , the second formula of (13) Similarity, define the Lyapunov function as follows:
By taking the first time derivative of V 02 along (34), we haveV
Let the inequality λ 2 > z 3 + ε 1 hold, then we obtain that z 2 converges to zero within finite time t 4 
(T 2 ).
After T 3 = T 2 + t 4 , define the Lyapunov function for z 3 ,
Taking the first time derivative of V 03 results iṅ
By choosing λ 3 > + ε 2 , then we can get that z 3 converges to zero within finite time
(T 3 ).
Therefore, we can conclude that the estimated errors z 1 , z 2 and z 3 converge to zero in finite time T 4 = T 3 + t 5 .
B. TERMINAL SLIDING MODE CONTROLLER
In this subsection, a TSM controller is designed for the DP system of ships based on the outputs of FTESO. The whole design process consists of the following two steps:
Step 1: The motion state of the closed-loop system can be divided into sliding surface motion and approaching motion. Firstly, define the following position error:
In order to realize the control objective, the terminal sliding surface for kinematics is selected in the following form: (40) where
Once the ideal terminal sliding surface S K = 0 is established, i.e.,Ṡ K = 0, we havė
Further obtained from (41)
Then, define the following Lyapunov function:
Differentiating (43) with respect to time along (42) yieldṡ
According to Lemma 3, then e η can converge to zero along the terminal sling surface S K = 0 within finite time T k1 , which satisfies
Then, in order to ensure that the system reaches the terminal sliding surface in finite time, the auxiliary control law α µ is designed as (46) where
Design the Lyapunov function as follows:
Then it follows from (12) and (41) that the derivative of V S K can be expressed aṡ
where e µ =μ − α µ denotes the velocity error. Ifμ = α µ , substituting (46) into (48) results in,
According to Lemma 1, an auxiliary control law α µ is selected to ensure that the system reaches the terminal sliding surface S K within finite time T K 2 , which satisfies
Step 2 : Define the velocity error as follows:
The time derivative of (51) along (12) iṡ
Similar to the kinematics, the terminal sliding surface of dynamics is chosen as follows: (53) where
Once the ideal terminal sliding surface S D = 0 is established, i.e.,Ṡ D = 0, we havė
Further obtained from (54)
Define the following Lyapunov function:
The time derivative of (56) along the solution of (55) iṡ
According to Lemma 3, then e µ can converge to zero along the terminal sling surface S D = 0 within finite time T D1 , which satisfies
Then, the TSM control law is designed as follows:
Then it follows from (52), (54) and (59) that the time derivative of V S D can be expressed aṡ
According to Lemma 1, the system reaches the terminal sliding surface S D within finite time T D2 , which satisfies
Remark 3: According to formulas (45), (50), (58) and (62), the larger the values of C K 1 min and C K 2 min , the shorter the time of the system reaching the terminal sliding surface; After the system reaches the terminal sliding surface, the larger the values of b 2 min and d 2 min , the shorter the time at which e η and e µ converge to zero. Therefore, in practical applications, the design parameters should be adjusted carefully for achieving suitable transient performance and control action.
C. STABILITY ANALYSIS
Theorem 2: Consider the DP system of ships described by (7) and (8) with unavailable velocity measurements and total disturbances. Suppose that Assumption 1-2 are satisfied. The FTESO is designed by (12) , and the TSM control law is given by (59). If initial conditions of the system satisfy inequality V 1 + V e η + V e µ < V M , where V M > 0 denotes any given constant, V 1 , V e η and V e µ are defined by (16) , (43) Proof: Define the Lyapunov function for the closed-loop system as follows:
whose time derivative along with (26), (44) and (57) is given byV
Therefore, if the following inequality c 1 (1−c 0 )V ε−1+ σ 2 1 > c 5 holds, then it follows thatV 2 < 0, which in turn implies that all signals in the closed-loop system are uniformly ultimately bounded. Then from Theorem 1, we obtain that there exists T 4 such that the estimation errors z 1 , z 2 , z 3 of the proposed FTESO converge to zero. Then, it can be verified that there exists the time T 5 > max{T 4 , T 0 } (T 0 < T K 1 + T K 2 + T D1 + T D2 ) such that the control errors e η and e µ converge to zero in finite time. Then, the objective that the control errors e η and e µ converge to zero in finite time can be achieved. Thereby, the proof is accomplished here.
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, numerical simulations are presented to illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed control scheme.
A. PERFORMANCE OF THE PROPOSED FTESO AND TSM CONTROLLER
In this subsection, to illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed FTESO and TSM controller for the DP system, the following simulation studies are considered. In addition, a supply vessel called North Clipper is used in the simulation, and the main model parameters as follows are from [8] . 
The parameters of the FTESO and TSM control law are selected as α 1 = 0.75, α 2 = 0.5,
The simulation results are depicted using solid line in Fig.2-8 . Fig.2-3 display the proposed TSM controller with FTESO can force the ship to the desired position and heading with high accuracy in around 35s. Fig.4 illustrates the velocity of the ship can converge to zero quickly in around 35s. Fig.5 illustrates the boundedness of control force τ u , τ v and moment τ r . There is a slight chattering in the control forces because of the signum function. The estimation errors of the FTESO are plotted in Fig.6-8. Fig.6 shows the estimated errors of the position converge to zero within 8s. Fig.7 shows the estimated errors of velocity converge to zero within 10s. Fig.8 shows the estimated errors of total disturbances converge to zero within 8s. Therefore, it can be deduced that the proposed FTESO (12) can achieve fast transient response and high steady-state accuracy despite the presence of total disturbances and lack of velocity measurements. Hence, from the simulation results, it is seen that the proposed FTESO (12) and TSM control law (59) are able to achieve finite-time control with the errors converging to zero in finite time.
B. COMPARISONS WITH THE ESO AND BACKSTEEPPING CONTROLLER
To further show the superior control performance of the proposed finite-time output feedback control scheme, comparison is constructed with the following ESO [41] and backstepping controller. 
where α µ = −k 1 z 1 − C K 1 e η , the design parameters of ESO and backstepping controller are expressed as k 1 = 10, The simulation results are depicted using dashed line in Fig.2-8 , respectively. It can be observed from Fig.2-4 that the backstepping controller with ESO can force the ship to the desired position and heading, in addition, the velocities of the ship can converge to zero. However, the difference between the proposed TSM controller with FTESO and the backstepping controller with ESO is that the latter has longer response time about 30s shown in Fig.3 and 4 . Fig.5 plots control force of the backstepping controller in τ u , τ v and moment τ r . Fig.6-8 show the estimation errors of ESO. However, the difference between the proposed FTESO and ESO is that the latter has longer response time, which is required to accomplish the estimation by the observer. That is to say, the FTESO possesses a better estimation performance than the ESO (67). Therefore, from Fig.2-8 , we concluded that the proposed finite-time output feedback control scheme (12) and (59) for the DP system in the presence of unavailable velocity measurements and total disturbances can guarantee the errors of the closed-loop system converge to zero in finite time, and can offer faster convergence speed and better disturbance rejection ability with higher accuracy than the backstepping controller based on ESO (67) and (68).
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a finite-time output feedback control scheme was proposed for the DP system in the presence of unmeasured states of the ship, unknown dynamic model parameters and unknown time-varying environment disturbances. The proposed FTESO can simultaneously estimate the velocity measurements of the DP system and the total disturbances acting on the DP system. The TSM control law was designed for the DP system to precisely track the desired position and heading based on the outputs of FTESO. The stability analysis has shown that all error signals in the closed-loop control system can converge to zero in finite time, which has been proofed by using the homogeneous method and the Lyapunov theory. It is shown that the finite-time output feedback control scheme proposed in this paper has the ability of the faster convergence rate and better disturbance rejection ability. In the future, we will be devoted to reducing chattering phenomenon, and we will take into account the actuator saturation for the DP system of ships.
